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As singer-songwriter-bassist for Houston-based King’s X since 1988 (and in various other formations since 1979), Doug 
Pinnick, 63, has carved out a stunning legacy of progressive hard rock and metal funk. He’s totally “Naked” (RockArmy/MVD) 
on his current solo effort, … and it’s solo to the max.

Pinnick — who is also known as Dug Pinnick or just dUg — wrote, played and produced it all in his home studio: 11 tracks of 
deeply personal, therapeutic dark grunge and sludge that puts his instantly-recognizable voice in front of hypnotic drum and 
bass grooves that are pitched forward by some angry guitar.

Lyrically, he’s exposing himself like never before. Yeah, “Naked,” indeed. Without the melodic invention and Beatlesque 
harmonic flair of his King’s X bandmate Ty Tabor to play off of, Pinnick spirals off into Alice Cooper territory on the almost 
scary “I’m Not Gonna Freak Out.” Here, his inner demons come to the fore, and he has to keep telling himself to stay sane. 
It’s Lennon-primal, true-life angst that’s all the more real if you know some of Pinnick’s story (his recent medical problems 
coupled with his financial situation).

“Courage” is heavy metal-soul. “I Hope I Don’t Lose My Mind” is self-analysis to the core, bruised and battered but strangely 
beautiful. On “What You Gonna Do,” he comes clean with painful honesty: “Everyone thinks I got a whole lot of money ‘cause 
I play in a rock band,” he snarls, “but I’m broke.” Later, he eases out of the darkness by declaring that the bottom line is the 
fact that he spends his life “doing what I want to do.”

“ If You Fuk Up” and “Heart Attack” find him as musically thrilling as he is darkly compelling lyrically. In “The Point,” he admits 
“One day I’ll be bones, ashes and dust.” Hey, this is one guy who knows tragedy. He likens tragedy itself to “a snake in the 
grass.”

“Naked” is obviously an intense listen. It’s almost a cliché to mention that great art is borne out of great pain, but in Dug 
Pinnick’s case, it merits consideration. Cat can sing. He can play every instrument and when edited together can sound like 
one of the best bands on the planet. A mid-period King’s X musical groove peeks out of the doom on rare moments. “Naked” 
is a revelatory work of art that can be digested on many levels. It’s that good.
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